
Product 
Specifications

Tech Available           
Live stream, Dual IR, Distracted Driver detect
WiFi hotspot connectivity for more cameras

Available Models                

Forward and Rear facing dual cam w/IR
Optional cameras for WiFi expandability

Video Availability      

Live Stream, Event-based, 30-day backup

Input Voltage

5V 2amp

Operating Temperature 

-10° to +85° C

Installation Methods Available

Hardwire or OBD2 plug and play

Available Accessories 
Wireless cameras- Up to 4 gives 6 total

Video 

HD 1080p road facing, 720p driver facing

Video Storage/Retrieval Method: 
Uploaded to server and up to 128GB SD card

The DCC07-12 brings you the most advanced reporting features currently 
available in the video dash camera market. With HD video and cutting-edge 
data management programming, you can outfit your fleet with the peace of 
mind you need, without the expensive data costs or overages.

What makes this system special? In a word, EVERYTHING. Let’s start with a few 
features. Live streaming, IR night-vision, Distracted driver detection, Wi-Fi 
hotspot connectivity for up to 4 additional wireless cameras, driver coaching 
feature, A.I.-ready, panic button, tamper detection, built-in storage and cloud 
storage, parking mode, rugged design, SIM and SD card lock, hardwire or 
OBD2 cabling for power, over-the-air upgrades,10 minute installation, and 
integrated into Geotab!

Now, with DCC07-12, you can set up rules inside of your database that manage 
events and video for you! Maybe you don’t want videos downloaded anytime 
a vehicle goes 10mph over the posted speed limit. Set a rule to note it, but not 
download the video. Furthermore, you can create a rule for a detected collision 
to automatically record 10 seconds before and after the event and 
automatically download the videos you want. It’s all about efficiency for your 
staff and data. (Both can be costly) You want the video to protect your 
company accurately and efficiently and this DCC07-12 kit gives you exactly 
that!

Dual Dash 
Camera
Product Description

• Adjustable event/trigger setting levels to get the videos you want, when you want them

• Parking mode allows you to record an event, even with the ignition off

• Automatic server upload based on events prevents driver tampering of SD card 

• Can be used as both a GPS telematics device and dashcam in 1 sleek device!

• Integrated into Geotab so any vehicle rule can trigger a video event from the camera!
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KEY HARDWARE FEATURES


